4. Run the rope through the Topper (T19)
- until the rope is centered
on the Topper .

Note: How rope runs through top

5.To begin the construction of the pole, wear gloves so the pre-lubricated poles are easily
handeled. (If your pole sections do not glide together easily we recommend you dip each end
of the pole into a bucket of soapy water (dish soap and water) this will make the swedge
sections lubricated and easily slide together). On the ground, push the remaining pole
sections together.
Now place the topper (C) over the unswedged Top pole section. The topper (C) will slide into
place on the top pole section (A). Put on the ground next to your standing pole sections.
IF USING AN S&K PRODUCT that slides over a round pole, (WARNING - MAKE SURE
THE DOUBLE KNOTS ARE SECURELY FASTENED BELOW THE HOUSE OR
GOURD RACK.) Slide the product over the standing pole sections at this time.
7. Using a ladder and a helper, place the remaining pole sections atop the standing sections.
8. Pull the end of the rope under the house that is on the side of the rope
cleat. When your house is at the top of the pole, wrap the rope around the Rope
Cleat to hold the rope securely.

Safety Tips:
Common sense must be used.
When high winds are expected, lower all products on your S&K Pole. This will not only protect your
pole, but will also protect your bird house, flags, gourds or other items being used on your S&K Pole.
Plan ahead: Before erecting your pole, be sure trees will not grow close to it through the years.

When double knotting below the house for best result tie your double know around a bolt
to make sure the knot does not pull through the hole.

IF ANY ITEMS ARE DISCOVERED MISSING,
CALL 1-800-764-8688

DO NOT RETURN TO STORE.
S&K Manufacturing, Inc. 1001 Liberty Industrial Drive O’Fallon, Mo 63366
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